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and hence (6) holds for every sufficiently large fixed k. Now put in 
(5) n = N„ = nv — aia2 • • • at. Then for every fixed M 

1 ;> r0uNy + riUNv-i + • • • + rMUN^M. 

As v—> oo all terms UNv-k~^ and hence 

1 è X(fo + n + • • • + rM) 

or X g l / w (with X = 0 if ^rn= oo). 
If m < oo we can use a similar argument for ju = lim inf un to show 

that ju^ 1/w. This proves the theorem. 
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1. Introduction. Of primary importance in a theory of representa
tion of functions by series which do not necessarily converge is its 
consistency theorem, which states that if a series which represents a 
function F converges to a function <£>, then F^$. Such a theorem for 
asymptotic representation in a strip region of a function by Dirichlet 
series with a certain logarithmic precision, an idea introduced by 
Mandelbrojt [ l ] , 2 is the subject matter of this note. From it follow 
similar theorems for less general extensions of the idea of asymptotic 
series. The method consists in using the proof of the fundamental 
theorem in [ l ] to set up a homogeneous linear differential equation 
of infinite order with constant coefficients, which must be satisfied 
by the difference F—<£; then applying a method of Ritt to show that 
the only solution is identically zero. 

The notation used by Mandelbrojt in [ l ] will be used here also. 
Let {Xn} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers (0<Xn f ). 
Denote by iV(X), defined for X>0, the distribution function of {Xn} ; 
that is, the number of terms in the sequence {Xn} less than X; and 
by DÇK) the density f unction of {\n} : DÇK) =iV(X)/X. Let D' represent 
the upper density: D' =lim supx^oo-D(X); and D'(K) the upper density 
function of {Xn}: D'Çk) = Lu.b.x^\D(x); clearly D'ÇK) is continuous 
and decreases to D' (unless D'(\)=D' = oo). 
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